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Manufacturer: LED.INNOVATIONS LLC
Moscow, SKOLKOVO INNOVATION CENTER TER
BoLsHoY B_R, building 42, building ĺ, floor 3, pom. 1171121205
Russia

Product: Luminaire

Type: office Antiviľus

This conformity certificate confirms the conformity of the product with essential safety requirements
of the following EC/EU New Approach Directives as amended:

20141351E'V Low Voltage Directive
2O14l3OlEU EMC Directive

European harmonized standards used for the conformity assessment:

EN 60598_í:2015lAC:20í5/AG:20í6IAC:2017lA1:20í8 EN55015:20ĺ3
EN 61000-6-3:20071A1:20111AC:2012 EN 61000-3'2:2014
EN 60335-1:20'121A11t20'l4lA13:20171AC22014 EN 61000-3-3:2013
EN 60335_2_65:2003/A1:2008IA1'l:2012 EN 6ĺ000_6-1:20o7
EN 61547:2009

Other standards used for the conformity assessment:

EN 550í 5:20{ 3/A'l :201 5

The certificate has been issued on the basis of the tests of the product type sample. The results
are recorded in the Conformity assessment report No. 200500219 dated 05.10.2020.

This certificate is issued under the following conditions:
1. The certificate applies to the product type and its variations specified in the above mentioned Conformity Assessment report.

2. The production process/factory production control is not covered by this certificate.

3' The certificate does not imply that the certification body has peďormed any surveillance or control of the production process.
4. The manufacturer shall ensure the conformity of subsequent production items with the certified type.
5. Changes that may have an impact on maintaining conformity with the certification requirements may require confirmation of the

validiý of the certificate by demonstrating compliance With the conditions under which the certificate was issued or by
conducting an additional evaluation.

6. The holdei of this certificate must keep the conditions specified in the General Rules for Product Certification, which are freely
available at www.tsu.eu

označenie mÔŽe byť pouŽité iba v prípade posúdenia zhody so všetkými príslušnými smernicami ES/EÚ
mark can be used only in the case of conformity assessment according to all relevant EC/EU Directives
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